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BLOC Bailiwick
Editor’s Welcome
Jack Blackmore

Welcome to the third edition of the BLOC Bailiwick. We are a quarter of the year through
and it is absolutely fantastic to hear that people have been reading what began as just an idea. With
the end of the summer in sight, My Fair Lady is just around the corner now.
I’d first like to begin by congratulating a few members from last year’s production of Fiddler
On The Roof: Luke Burnell, Lawrence Haynes, and Mike Howie for getting accepted into the drama
schools of their choice, The Academy of Live and Recorded Arts, Bristol Old Vic Theatre School and
Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama respectively.
Furthermore, congratulations to everyone involved in the Fiddler On The Roof production for
three nominations (six in the space of two years) in the 2017 Rose Bowl Awards: The Bristol Evening
Post Award for Best Musical Production, the John Cousins Award for Best Actor in a Musical (Simon
Vardakis as Tevye), and the Spirolux Award for Best Supporting Actress in a Musical (Grace
Macdonald as Tzeitel). Absolutely fantastic news, and great to see some other members of BLOC
Productions up for awards too. Here’s hoping for success come the 15th October.
As always, I would like to thank everyone who has been involved in contributing to this issue
as it really means the world to me that we get to hear from what is such a vast community within
BLOC Productions. My thanks go out to: Robbie Burns, Peter Cottell, Nic Gibney, Debbie Gould, Phil
Hallworth, Amanda Hayden, Charlotte Hunter, Courtney Jackson, Graham Lewis, Gerry Parker, Chris
Parslow, Bruce Slatton, Debbie Starr, Peter Sutton, Alex Turasiewicz, Simon Vardakis, and Conner
Vickery.
In addition to this, I would like to inform you, our dear readers, that, as of next issue, the
Bailiwick team grows to four as Anna Sutton and Ewan Poole-Gleed have joined us in our endeavour
to bring BLOC up to date with the latest in our family.
Please enjoy and, as ever, if you have any further ideas or would like to join the team, please
don’t hesitate to get in touch – email alexander.turasiewicz@gmail.com
Thank you.
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Meet The Committee
Here are the lovely faces of this year’s committee:

President
Eric Arnold

Company Secretary
Phillip Hallworth

Patrons & Friends Secretary
Lucy Pope

Carrie Northam

Chairperson
Susanne Donovan

Honourary Treasurer
Graham Lewis

Vice-Chairperson
Alex Turasiewicz

Production Secretary & Website
Jenny Bryant

Marketing Manager
Mike Ludlow

Members’ Representatives
Phil Heycock
Lucy Pope

Pete Jones

Social Secretary
Conner Vickery

Minutes Secretary
Helen Kempe
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Message From… The Company Secretary
Phil Hallworth

Although I am thousands of miles away in Lahore, I don’t seem to be able to escape BLOC as
nobody had the decency to replace me as Company Secretary at the AGM! I do what I can from here
to support the Committee administratively (and, at times, emotionally) by responding to the group
WhatsApp conversations and Sue and Graham’s emails!
Life here in Pakistan is exhilarating and frustrating in equal measure. The people are
wonderful, as is the food, and we feel as safe here in Lahore as we would in London. There are
towns in the more politically sensitive areas hundreds of miles away near the Afghan border that we
are not allowed to go to for obvious reasons, but we are regular visitors to our schools and Regional
offices in Islamabad and Karachi – both great cities in their very different ways. The bureaucracy is
stifling at times but I reckon the British only have themselves to blame for that!
The role I am doing is probably best described as Director of Education for a Group of 200
English-medium schools. We have our own curriculum from Playgroup to Year 9, and then we do
Cambridge International O Levels and A Levels, alongside the government matriculation exams. I
lead a team of about 20 educationalists at the Group Head Office and am responsible for the
curriculum, assessment, examinations, school inspection, further education and careers guidance,
initial teacher training and professional development - a much larger canvas than I was expecting
when I arrived to be honest, but it gives me the chance to make a bigger difference to the standard
of education that over 60,000 boys and girls receive in every corner of this diverse country, so that’s
rewarding as well as being very hard work at times. So much for my “retirement” of golf, leisurely
lunches and musical theatre!
I miss my BLOC friends in rehearsals and I am loving seeing My Fair Lady take shape via
Facebook. Keep up the good work! I am very sorry not to be able to be in it (back row obviously), or
even see it - but will be with you all in spirit in the Hippodrome, and I can still offer a poetic
contribution from Pakistan (See later on)!
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BLOC Show For 2018
It probably seems strange amid rehearsals for My Fair Lady to start thinking about next
year's show but we would like to start the process as early as possible and invite all of you to send in
suggestions.
There are three main criteria for choosing a show.
1.

Appeal

Does the show appeal to a broad range of the performing members of BLOC? Is it a show
that has a reasonable amount of work for the company to do as well as principals? Of course not
every show we do can meet this criteria. West Side Story is often mooted and so is 42nd Street sometimes the club must accept that not every show can suit everyone.
2.

Availability

We have to obtain a licence - as much as we might want to do Les Miserables or The Rocky
Horror Show at the moment a licence isn't available. Please use these websites to look at shows and
see if the licence is available for performance in this country:
http://www.guidetomusicaltheatre.com/listofshowsindex/a.htm
•

Music Scope

•

Warner - Chappell

•

The Really Useful Company

Of course, things can change overnight! (If you know of any other sites, please let us know).
3.

Hippodrome

It must be acceptable for the Hippodrome and to have the potential for good box office
receipts.
Please send your suggestions to Phil Hallworth (phallworth@me.com), who will collate
them, and then we can draw up a long list. Your ideas will be greatly appreciated.
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Meet The New Members Part 3
A warm welcome to the last of our newest members:

Ewan Poole-Gleed

Craig Rees

First Impressions From Our New Members
“I had a really warm welcome and having not taken part in any other Bristol musical theatre it's been
a fun start to hopefully an illustrious career!”
Will Carr
“I have felt completely welcome and a part of the team at BLOC since the day I arrived. With a wealth
of talent in all ages there is a real family and fun feel but with a strong undercurrent of
professionalism - I am loving it!”
Stephanie Coates
“It’s been a step up from anything I've done before but I've been made to feel so welcome by
everybody here. It's such a lovely atmosphere and I feel supported every step of the way!”
Tom Creswick
“Since I have joined BLOC I've felt welcomed by everyone and it's nice to be part of a group that acts
and performs so professionally!”
Jaryd Evans
“They are a really friendly company led by a committed production team. It’s great to be a part of
something so big in Bristol, and I look forward to show week with everyone.”
Ewan Poole-Gleed
“I have been incredibly impressed with how amazing the whole of the company is and how
professionally thorough process behind sorting the costumes, scenery and props has been.”
Craig Rees
“It's a lovely company to be a part of, it's nice to be able to perform with a company that feels so
professional! It's nice to be welcomed by everyone!”
Joel Rothwell
“It's good to be part of a very professional and happy company; the standard is so high and the
people are supportive and friendly!”
Ben Royston
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“I’ve really enjoyed the friendliness of the company and how professional everyone
appears. I’m loving my first show with BLOC.”
Jason Shepherd
“It's definitely the most impressive amateur group I've been in! I know the standards are very high
and it's a challenge to meet them - and I like a challenge!”
Chris Sterry
“BLOC is a very talented group! They're so big it can be overwhelming at times but it's been so nice:
people who have been members for a long time already know my name, which may seem like a small
thing but is lovely!”
Dom Sugrue
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Message From… The Choreographer
Courtney Jackson

I attended my first ever BLOC production way back in 1996. I was only six years old. The
show was Anything Goes, which now happens to be one of my favourites and I was there to watch
Bernard Batt, who at the time was my tap teacher. Over two decades later, I am thrilled to be a
member of the production team, working as choreographer on My Fair Lady. I was extremely excited
to start working on My Fair Lady, and to work with such a highly respected company as BLOC. I have
choreographed many shows for both amateur and professional companies in recent years, but
having the chance to work on a show in my hometown for a company I have followed since I was a
child is something rather wonderful.
Being such a classic and iconic show, I don’t feel you can really mess around with the style of
the piece too much when it comes to the choreography. I feel the piece has to be kept true to its
genre and presented as it was originally intended to be produced. Having said that, like any older
classic musical, it could very easily become stale and predictable, but I am confident that myself and
the rest of the production team have incorporated enough elements to keep it up to date and fresh.
There’s a couple of sections specifically, that I hope will stand out and add a slightly different vibe to
the show.
One of the biggest challenges working on My Fair Lady so far has been to accommodate a
company of 40 people into a show that was written for a much smaller number. The show doesn’t
offer a great deal of material for the company to get involved in, so between Robbie (Director),
Lauren (Musical Director), and myself, we have really worked hard to include the company in a lot
more than the show would typically suggest.
In our most recent rehearsal we ran the show for the first time in its entirety. Although there
were a few gaps and a lot of work still to be done, I was left feeling very positive and confident about
the show. In the weeks now leading up to opening night, my role will involve polishing all
choreography and focusing on the finer details, which will make all the difference when curtain goes
up at Bristol Hippodrome on the 26th of September.

My Fair Lady Set Models
Robbie Burns & Debbie Gould

From left to right: Higgins’ Study; Covent Garden; Ascot Gavotte.
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Patrons’ Comments on first run
“A very good show. I enjoyed it very much. From tonight's rehearsal the show will be a great success
at the Bristol Hippodrome.”
Norman
“Great - really enjoyed it. A few more rehearsals to go and there will a lot of improvements.”
Anne
“A good run through. Good to see how well the show was gelling and the characters developing. I’m
very impressed with the standard of the music and singing with two months to go.”
Bob
“Thoroughly enjoyable! Amazing singing voices and dancing. Powerful leads. We really enjoyed
watching this rehearsal.”
Melanie and Ruby
“A very enjoyable show - lots of promise.”
Alan
“Very energetic -principals excellent. Good luck!”
Teresa
“For a first run I thought it was in great shape. Wonderful Higgins - super strong. Eliza blossomed as
the show went on and she was a true delight.”
Ian
“Forgot how much I like the show. Very strong leads and an enthusiastic cast. It should be a great
show.”
Tess
“What a fab show it is going to be with a little more rehearsal.”
Jonny
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Get in to Opening night
or (How the technical side of a show works or not!)
Peter Sutton

The get in for a BLOC production starts early on a
Sunday morning but, in order to reach this point, the planning
begins months before. As soon as the choice of show is made,
or sometimes before, investigations are made to find a set
suitable for a production at The Hippodrome. This is followed
by discussions with the Director to see if it fits with his ideas. As
Sam said in his article last month, the technical team then
spend many hours working out the best way to fit everything
onto the stage. By way of background, the Hippodrome only has a basic lighting rig and no sound
system and we go into an empty stage.
For the last few years some of the lighting (LX) crew have started hanging lights as soon as
the previous week’s show has left the theatre, around 2-3am. Hopefully they will have everything in
the air when the scenery arrives usually between 7 -9 am. This is greeted by a bleary-eyed crew
saying, “What are we doing here at this time on a Sunday morning?”. Around the same time, the
sound team and equipment start to appear on their rigging.
A lot of shows nowadays have floors and this is the first
area to be tackled. About a hundred sheets of 4’x4’ ply laid
onto the stage. At the same time, other members of the crew
will be unloading the set items from the forty-foot wagon to be
sorted into various piles prior to building. Once the floor is laid
we then concentrate on the “hanging plot” (everything
suspended above the stage) followed by putting the various set
pieces together and marking their position on the stage. On a
good day and depending on the complexity of the set this can
be achieved by mid-afternoon. Around this time, the props team will arrive to sort out all the
furniture and hand props allocating them to the correct side of the stage.
Once the set is in place the LX team return to focus the lights into their correct positions.
This can take a couple of hours during which time the stage crew will be deciding where to store
trucks and set pieces, in the correct order, in the wings. By the time this is finished we have come to
the end of Sunday! Monday is spent lighting the show, including all the scene changes, followed by
the Tech Run, the crew’s first rehearsal! The sound engineer
will spend the day balancing the system ready for the cast
radio mic check. Tuesday morning is a time to put right things
that didn’t work during the Tech and the sound engineer will
sound check the band ready for the dress rehearsal in the
afternoon. In an ideal world, all runs smoothly and the cast and
crew will have more than half an hour to recover prior to
resetting. The Front of House let the audience in at 6.55pm
and then it’s “Another Opening of Another Show”!
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Business Report
Graham Lewis

It’s Bloomin’ Loverly!
Ticket sales are great and the Hippodrome are predicting that we will have an overall 80%
sell-out for the entire show…. Unheard of. Well done to all that have sold/canvassed for sales and
promoted and pushed the show. It’s going to be truly epic, and what a buzz you will have from those
audiences!
But let’s not get complacent. We haven’t sold 80% yet so let’s keep going: keep pushing,
keep promoting, and keep the Hippodrome box office cash registers busy. £123,788 at the end of
July. What will we have at the end of August?

Marketing Report
Conner Vickery

We had a very good time at the Portishead Flower Show with a lot of interest in our stall, so
thank you to everyone who came! It's a very exciting time for marketing at the moment: we have
launched our "On the Street Where You Live" competition; we completed Pride and the Flower
Show; and ticket sales are doing well! We just need you to keep sharing, liking and retweeting every
post that goes out. Also, feel free to write your own posts, that would be awesome! A couple of
things that need to be done:
1.
MORE PICTURES FOR OUR COMPETITION! I still only have one picture from the cast, and we
need more so we can share, and then and get more people involved! This competition finishes on
the first rehearsal back so please get snapping!
2.

Don't forget to save the 16th of September for our PR Stunt. this will be really fun!

3.
We would also like you to change your profile pictures soon, but this year we have a twist. I
am going to bring the big board you can put your head through, and take photos of each person so
you can have that as your profile picture. It should be fun and different!
So, everyone share and share and share, and let’s get this show sold out every night!
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A Review of the Portishead Flower Show
Bruce Slatton

The setting could not have been more
appropriate; trade Covent Garden for Portishead Flower
show show-ground and the scene was laid for our intrepid
team: flowers to the left of us, flowers to the right of us,
into the refreshment tent gavotted by Mike Ludlow and his
merry band of marketers! The goal was to take My Fair
Lady into a whole new world and, with the blue sky smiling
at us, we did just that.
This was BLOC’s first appearance at the wellattended show and it allowed us to broaden the appeal of
the company and make people aware of the upcoming My
Fair Lady phenomenon. We had strong competition from
the very excellent Portishead Players, but our stall was very
well located in the refreshment tent; its appearance was
professional and inviting, and this was important given the cornucopia of delights on offer at the
show. Mike played the numbers from the show setting a festive mood, and with winning smile and
inviting glances, we encouraged passers-by to ‘become Eliza Doolittle’ by putting their “face in the
space” – in exchange for which, they received a beautiful flower and a little bit of luck. The pictures
are an excellent testimonial to the audience engagement generated – and, intriguingly, we have
created a whole new canine consumer segment!
In the conversations which naturally ensued, we met many fascinating people - several who
had attended the original show in the West End featuring Julie Andrews and Rex Harrison – and their
faces lit up at the prospect of seeing the show again. The beautiful flyers were handed out in great
number with passers-by showing genuine interest – often mothers with teen-aged children would
share memories offering “I love this show, it’s wonderful, but my kids don’t know it… maybe we
should go…” It highlighted the fact that there is a new audience out there for us and that these
efforts to spread the word do have a positive effect. We know that once they’ve been to see a
show, they often come again.
This event was the culmination of an outstanding effort put in by Mike and his volunteers at
the stand. Bagel Dave was a natural and must’ve surely moved the dial on ticket sales
singlehandedly; all contributed mightily to a very successful two days canvassing. Whilst it was
particularly fitting to attend this year, given the obvious links to flowers, I’m sure that next year
would also be time well spent and hopefully, when we return, it will be as if we never said goodbye.

Key Dates
16th September – “Get Me To The Church On Time” stunt.
27th September – Sign Language Performance.
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Desert Island Shows… With Debbie Starr
Alex Turasiewicz

This is an occasional series based on the Radio 4 Programme “Desert Island Discs”. In this
series, we will invite a member of BLOC to choose the eight show DVD's - had we been allowed to
record them - that they would take to a desert island and the reasons why.
Our first guest is Debbie Starr. She joined BLOC in 1998. She was encouraged by her friend,
Emily, to join BLOC as they were looking for middle aged women to play mamas in Fiddler on the
Roof. Debbie has now been in the club for nineteen years only missing two shows: Me and My Girl
and Sunset Boulevard.
Her first choice was Evita. Even talking about it makes her tingle. BLOC was the first amateur
company to do it and the production was thrilling. Vicky and Mel were wonderful as Evita. Each night
there was a roar of approval from the audience… and we won the Rose Bowl Award!
Debbie's next choice was The Wizard of Oz. She loved playing a Munchkin; a Tree; a citizen
of the Emerald City; and a Jitterbug.
The beautiful music of Beauty and the Beast prompted Debbie's next choice. Every night she
would stand in the wings mesmerised by Brendon's performance of “If I Can’t Love Her”.
Dancing in a musical is a highlight for Debbie so The Witches of Eastwick, particularly “Dirty
Laundry”, was both challenging and exciting. It felt very modern, and flying three people seemed
adventurous for an amateur company.
Appearing with her son, Ben, made Scrooge a special experience for Debbie. Again, the
dancing was joyous and another stand out feature were the amazing props that were created for the
show, especially the food.
As a child Debbie went to see The Sound of Music in the West End in the 1960's and loved it.
So, it was a dream come true to be performing it. The nun's habit was the most comfortable
costume she's ever worn as it had no zips! Pam Rudge's rendition of “Climb Ev'ry Mountain” was
breath-taking even in rehearsal. With beautiful lighting, it was a truly magical production.
Fiddler on the Roof (this is a cheat!) was her first and most recent show. On the last night of
the first production the men shaved off their beards and Debbie didn't recognise many of them. In
the last production, there was a fantastic sense of family and community. The music was very
powerful. Doing the TV show was good fun and a great advert for BLOC.
Debbie's final choice is Jesus Chris Superstar. She saw this when she was a teenager at The
Palace Theatre and still has the ticket stub. The moment Judas got hung in BLOC's production was
both incredible and terrible. There were some “interesting” moments, such as when the cross didn't
go up, and blood got splattered over the beautiful white dresses!
If Debbie could only take one show it would be Evita. This was the most exciting show to
work on and gave her a complete adrenaline rush.
Book as well as The Bible and Complete Works of Shakespeare:
Memoirs of a Geisha
Luxury:
Marmite with Tomato seeds
Best bit of BLOC:
The honour to perform on The Hippodrome Stage
Highlight of being with BLOC:
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The superb singing - it is joyous. The first time I heard the male chorus sing “L'Chaim” was thrilling.
Show I'd Love BLOC to do:
Les Miserables

Archives
This month we have some photos from the stage of the 1989 production of My Fair Lady. From topright clockwise: “Wouldn’t It Be Lovely”; “With A Little Bit Of Luck”; “Get Me To The Church”.
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Blackmore Blog
Jack Blackmore

What a month it has been! Whilst we might not have had rehearsals every week, that
doesn’t mean things have stopped. Since the last issue, we have had our first whole show run
through. How incredible! Whilst I know I could have done better (it’s incredible what you can forget
in the space of a fortnight!), the show looked great. It was wonderful to have a chance to see the
scenes that didn’t involve the company for the first time, and see all the costumes, and the concepts
for scene changes. It was amazing – and the patron comments suggest the same.
There has been one other rehearsal for me since then: our male dance break rehearsals. I
can’t speak for everyone else, but I sure did need it. Courtney really got into the specifics of the
dance. The little hand placements, head flicks, and arm movements really lifted both dance breaks
to a far better level in my opinion. I can’t wait for everyone to see it at the next rehearsal. The next
month will require a lot of concentration and I am very excited for what September will bring.

BLOC at The Hippodrome
Gerry Parker

History turns on the slightest of things and in the case of Bristol Light Opera Club, it was the
time it took to draw up a contract to purchase the Scala cinema in Zetland Road. The year was 1956:
a time when the booming cinema attendances were declining, and many of the independent
cinemas in Bristol, and throughout the country, were closing their doors for the last time. BLOC
Chairman Alderman Percy Cann, stage director Bobbie Burns, and Director/Producer John Heming
had already come to an agreement with the owners of the Scala to take over the premises, and
raised a £600 interest free loan from club members to provide the money required for essential
alterations so that the Scala could be used as a theatre and rehearsal rooms.
This was not the first time that founder member John Heming, who at different times was
Director, Leading Man, and Chairman of BLOC had tried to find the club a permanent home. At the
end of 1953, the Empire Theatre in Old Market, where BLOC had earlier that year presented a highly
successful production of 'Pink Champagne,' was in a state of crisis threatened with closure. John
called a meeting of local drama and musical societies together to take over the theatre.
Unfortunately, nothing came of this brave venture and the Empire finally closed its doors in August
of the following year.
After two years at The Victoria Rooms, BLOC was told that it would not be fully available to
them for the 1956 production. The committee wrote to Prince Littler, the managing director of Moss
Empires, who owned the Hippodrome asking if they could join Bristol Musical Comedy Club, already
regulars at that theatre, if they could present their shows there. When, after several weeks they did
not receive a reply to their request, BLOC's committee decided to pursue other avenues which led to
the offer to buy the Scala cinema.
Everything looked set for the move to the Scala, including plans for the alterations agreed
with a local builder, when out of the blue a letter arrived on secretary Betty Pitt's door mat from
Prince Littler, offering the club a date at the Hippodrome. Despite the fact that there was no scenery
available for that year’s show, 'The Gipsy Baron,' to fit the Hippodrome’s vast stage, John Heming
and Bobbie Burns were not phased. They simple designed their own set for the production.
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Bristol Light Opera Club spent the next few years living up to their name, proving themselves
in the professional venue by presenting light operas. Always looking forward, the club realised that
the public's support for Light Opera was beginning to wane. After Sally Noble had produced a
wonderful, quirky version of 'Orpheus in the Underworld’ in 1967, followed by 'Die Fledermaus,'
they began to look more and more towards the newer Musicals which were capturing audience
imaginations.
The rest as they say is history. The fact that BLOC still welcomes visitors to the Hippodrome
sixty-one years after 'The Gipsy Baron' in an era when professional, blockbuster musicals come thick
and fast is a testament to the fact that audiences and BLOC members still enjoy one another’s
company immensely.

Quickfire Questions
Jack Blackmore
We asked four of our wonderful principals (Charlotte Hunter, Chris Parslow, Pete Cottell, and Simon
Vardakis) six quickfire questions about the parts and shows they love or love to hate. Here are their
answers:
What has been your favourite role you’ve ever played?
Charlotte:

“I loved playing Glinda in the Wizard of Oz because I got to fly onto the stage of the
Bath Theatre Royal!”

Chris:

“Sweeney Todd. A really challenging role in the greatest musical and by the greatest
Broadway composer (and there was no dancing!)”

Pete:

“Probably Willard in Footloose. Get on stage, and make some silly faces, and be
purposely allowed to be awful at dancing.”

Sid:

“There have been many roles, which I have enjoyed for different reasons, however
for BLOC my two favourite roles have been Che in Evita and Tevye in Fiddler on the
Roof.”

What has been your favourite production to be in?
Charlotte:

“White Christmas was a really special show; it was my first show with BLOC.
Everyone was so welcoming and it was exciting to perform to an audience for the
first time at the Hippodrome!”

Chris:

“The Drowsy Chaperone. A great company that really worked well together in a
really charming show”

Pete:

“I’d probably say Noises Off, the Michael Frayn theatre farce. It’s so clever and silly,
packed full of physical comedy.”

Sid:

“42nd Street with BLOC is definitely up there as there was such a great atmosphere.
Also, Assassins with Backstage Productions as it was a show I absolutely loved.”

What is your favourite piece of theatre to watch?
Charlotte:

“My all time favourite show to watch (and sing to on long journeys) has to be Les
Miserables! How predictable right?”
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Chris:

“Follies. My second favourite Sondheim.”

Pete:

“Recently? I’ve massively enjoyed the fantastic productions at the Bristol Old Vic.
Particularly Swallows and Amazons and The Grinning Man. Both brilliantly produced
and really moving.”

Sid:

“I would still rate Act 1 of Billy Elliott as probably the best piece of theatre I have
ever seen. Act 2 is ok, but Act 1 is spectacular. War Horse at The National was also
a wonderful piece of theatre with the animals’ emotions beautifully conveyed by
extraordinary puppetry.”

What is a show you can never see again (for good or bad reasons)?
Charlotte:

“Ooooh this is really difficult! We were given free tickets to watch The Eva Cassidy
Story… never ever again!”

Chris:

“Rent. Appalling, irredeemable drivel – even worse than Les Miserables. In my
humble opinion.”

Pete:

“There are those shows that you are so profoundly drawn into and affected by that
it’s almost painful to watch and listen again. I directed Chess a few years ago and it
was such an undertaking that I would find it hard to watch again.”

Sid:

“Bad Girls: the Musical – an horrendous piece of writing. Grey Gardens – I saw the
award-winning Broadway production. The two acts are snapshots in moments of
the lives of relatives of Jackie Kennedy. The two women might have had interesting
relatives but their lives were incredibly dull.”

Which character would you love to play?
Charlotte:

“Well I have to say Eliza Doolittle don't I!”

Chris:

“Max Bialystock. Have loved the original film with Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder for
as long as I can remember; a peach of a part.”

Pete:

“Could I say anything more ghastly or pretentious than Hamlet? Probably not.”

Sid:

“Whilst there are various parts I would still like to play, there is only one which I am
desperate for - Salieri in Amadeus. I saw the London Old Vic production nearly 20
years ago starring David Suchet & Michael Sheen and came out knowing that Salieri
was a part I had to play!”

What is a part you would never be able to play that you would love to?
Charlotte:

“Javert! I love 'Stars' but, unfortunately, I just can't hit that bottom E!”

Chris:

“Coalhouse Walker Jnr. I’m the wrong age and the wrong ethnicity, otherwise I’d be
perfect!”

Pete:

“All those young romantic tenor leads. I am neither young nor a tenor.”

Sid:

“Artful Dodger in Oliver!. It was the first part I ever wanted to play as a kid – I am
pretty sure that one has now passed me by!”
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From BLOC To The West End Part Two
Nic Gibney

The all-male Pirates of Penzance going
to Australia and the Hackney Empire needed a
Pirate King. I'm a tenor - it's a bass/baritone role.
After my audition, I left thinking I was totally
wrong for it; I saw the queue of other
auditionees and thought “Good luck with casting
that”. No one seemed right. I didn't think I
wanted it as I was also in the finals for the
Witch’s Father and understudy Dilamond in
Wicked, and I was desperate to get a West End
credit. I was offered the part of Pirate King, despite my bottom E being no more than a belching
sound; I went to my Wicked final knowing I had a back-up. I did my two songs, four scenes, and the
obligatory “Wicked”s from the end of the opening number to check I had the top B (I did but I don't
think the piano was at pitch). Then they decided it wasn't actually the final and I would have to come
in again. I explained my situation to them (Pirates were waiting for an acceptance and I would be
moving down their list if I hadn't accepted by the end of the day). They, graciously, released me and
told me to take the Job and get to Australia as a Pirate as they weren't going anywhere. The guy that
got the part that time is still in the show (so he hasn't gone anywhere either) so, sadly, I've never
been seen for it again. I got to the finals for the international tour in 2015, but sadly the finals were
on a day when I had a matinee of Annie in Dublin, so I couldn't go. One day… One day...
The Pirates Of Penzance was a blast. After a short stint at
the Hackney Empire, we toured Australia ending up at Sydney
Theatre Company for three weeks, which was at that time under
the artistic directorship of Cate Blanchett. She came to the show
three times and had the entire cast over for a BBQ at her house.
Crazy times. A “What the hell am I doing here?” moment.
Back from Oz and back to the audition circuit. Next up is
Sweeney Todd in Dubai as Pirelli. Dream job: one song, one scene,
one accents then dead in a box. It's like playing Fantine in Les
Miserables without having to come back as a ghost in act two.
Then, back to Evita for 2 contracts this time with Marti Pellow as
Che, towards the end of my second contract I had a week-long
holiday. This coincided with Patti LuPone, the original Broadway
Evita, coming to London for a one woman show. I got in contact
with her MD and begged to be allowed to perform the Eva and Magaldi bar scene. After sending a
recording for Patti to vet, they asked me if I was able to do every night. Best week of my life (It's on
YouTube – “Entrances and Exits with Patti Lupone” episode seven; you can see how beside myself
and what a gay mess I fall into being around her).
To Be Completed Next Month
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Planned Socials
4th September – BLOC Club Night

The BLOC Club Night for September, as usual, will be in The Highbury Vaults. This is the last
one before My Fair Lady goes into the Hippodrome. We'll be there from 21.30 so if anybody not
involved in the show wants to join us please do come along, and hopefully members of this year's
company will join us after the run of Act one - if they're not too exhausted! The idea of the evening
is for members past and present to come along, catch up, and keep in touch with BLOC.
We look forward to seeing you on the 4th.

Race Night Review
Bruce Slatton

Conner Vickery’s idea to have a race-night to tighten the camaraderie of the cast was
inspired. When I arrived, however, things looked bleak. On time at the appointed hour of 7:30pm,
only the organisers were there, I strode in confidently and was filled with self-doubt. “Was this a
dress rehearsal?”, “Did I have the wrong night?”, “Why did I wear my tails and top-hat?” However,
those fears were soon put aside as cast, production team, crew, members, and patrons soon were
streaming in to attend what ended up being a night of frolicking and folly the likes of which will not
be seen again… anytime soon anyway!
The event was held at 20 West Park (an excellent venue, by the way, if we need another
rehearsal space), and was decorated by Conner and Holly with festive black, white, and gold
balloons; the faces of Comedy and Tragedy on the wall serving as a fitting back-drop for the
celebratory photo-shoot of all attendees. There was plenty of Ascot-like canapes and luscious
libations flowed freely from the bar.
The theme was Ascot and Conner was duly attired in black-tie, Higgins and Eliza were in
attendance along with the more saucily dressed Covent Garden crowd. 6 races were held
commencing at around 8:30, all the horses were cleverly named, for example Graham Lewis, Phil
Hallworth, and Sue Mitchell, among others, ran in the ‘Committee Classic’ and of course Dover made
an appearance. To be honest, I cannot remember the winners – the luscious libations, a bit of
lascivious leering, and my interest in the excellent company, and the related banter having got the
better of me. That, however, remains of little
consequence. What is important is the
coming together of BLOC in the broadest
sense generated an entertaining evening,
which carried on even after we were expulsed
from the venue to the words of “Hop it now!”.
BLOC generated some funds for the kitty, and
it acted as an excellent proof of concept for
more such events in the future which I can
recommend without reservation.
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To The Tune of “Get Me To The Church”
Phil Hallworth

Punjab 2.30 in the morning,
Ding Dong my WhatsApp inbox chimes.
It’s BLOC Committee, from Bristol city;
So, what’s the problem there this time?!
Punjab 5.30 in the morning,
Loud-speakers blast the call to prayer.
Full on with discord; can not be ignored.
A BLOC MD would just despair!
I miss rehearsals, and so much more,
But I am happy living in Lahore.
I’ve got to go to work each morning.
Tough, as I’m well beyond my prime.
Traffic is madness, driving to a campus
But I can’t be late, or pay they’ll confiscate.
Pete’s sake, haven’t they heard of flexi-time?
I’m often flying to far off towns,
What I’m doing is full of ups and downs!
I think of BLOC on Monday evenings.
Cotham, the venue for good times.
Facebook, and email, Bailiwick, and Sue’s tales
Are keeping me in touch, so thank you very much.
“I say” Love from Rabbi Phil, in rhyme!
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Crossword
Chris Parslow
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Upcoming Theatre
3rd – 9th September – Drink Up Thy Cider
South West Live and Plug Stage Productions
The Redgrave Theatre, 2 Percival Road, Bristol
Box Office: http://redgravetheatre.savoysystems.co.uk
01173 157800
Are you West Country and proud of it? Then join us for celebratory night of all things
Wurzels. Drink Up Thy Cider is the New Comedy Musical tracking the remarkable rise to glory of
Nailsea’s Adge Cutler and his fabulous Wurzels. Starring the Bristol Hippodrome’s favourite
Comedian Andy Ford with a full supporting cast and featuring The Twerzles. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry,
you’ll sing your flipping head off! Oooh Ahhh!
5th – 7th September – Shakespeare’s The Tempest
Tea-Powered Theatre
Bierkeller Theatre, All Saints Street, Bristol
Box Office: https://www.ticketsource.co.uk/event/EMGHMI
Tea-Powered Theatre continues its in-house production series of adapting Shakespeare's
classics in their own unique style. This year, our director Calum Anderson has chosen The Tempest.
The tale of a team of astronauts stranded on a trash-heap planet by a half-mad wizard hell-bent on
revenge. Lost in a land where up is down, white is black and reality is shaped by an unseen lens,
these intrepid spacemen find themselves lost in a maze of discarded technology, puissant spirits, and
age-old grudges. Got to keep the loonies on the path.
12th September – Music Against Meningitis
The Redgrave Theatre, 2 Percival Road, Bristol
Box Office: https://www.ticketsource.co.uk/date/394320
Come and enjoy a music filled evening and help raise lots of money for two fantastic
charities; Meningitis Now (funding vital research to help prevent people from losing their lives to
meningitis) and Above and Beyond (a charity dedicated to raising money for Bristol city centre
hospitals).
22nd September – The Secret Cabaret
27th October
The Secret Cabaret
The Bristol Hippodrome Piano Bar, St Augustine's Parade, Bristol
Box Office: www.ticketsource.co.uk/the-secret-cabaret
Well it isn't exactly a secret anymore! Every month we bring an incredible cast of Bristol’s
best performers to the Bristol Hippodrome Piano bar to perform an intimate evening of show tunes
from Broadway, the West End and beyond. Normally on the last Friday of each month, every show
so far has sold out and had a waiting list, so book well in advance. Singers are accompanied on the
grand piano and with a live cellist, giving a new edge to your favourite songs. All profits go to charity
with the Secret Cabaret so far raising over £1200 for local charities.
10th – 13th October – Pussy: An Angela Carter Musical Extravaganza
Renato's Theatre Company
Alma Tavern, 18-20 Alma Vale Road, Bristol
Box Office: http://www.almatavernandtheatre.co.uk/theatre/what-s-on.html
01179 735171
Based on Perrault’s age-old tale ‘Puss in Boots’, Carter’s genius unfurls the feline
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raunchiness implicit in the original - the outcome, a feminist masterpiece of high comedy, targeting
the male chauvinism imprisoning human sexuality. A scintillating blend of Perrault’s fairy-tale,
Commedia dell’ arte and Mozart and Rossini’s operatic Figaro. It is about sexual intrigue and
seduction seen through the green-eyes of a talking, booted, dilettante cat, who can somersault
holding a full wine-glass and speak in French, the language closest to a purr.
10th – 14th October – Legally Blonde The Musical
BAOS (Bristol Amateur Operatic Society)
The Redgrave Theatre, 2 Percival Road, Bristol
Box Office: http://redgravetheatre.savoysystems.co.uk
01173 157800
College sweetheart, Elle Woods doesn't take no for an answer when her boyfriend dumps
her for someone 'serious'! Hitting the books at Harvard Law, Elle proves that she is more then what
people think they see in front of them! This truly uplifting, comic musical is sure to make you laugh
and get your toes tapping!
25th – 28th October – BMCC Presents Musical Madness: An A to Z of Musicals
BMCC (Bristol Musical Comedy Club)
St. Monica Trust, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol
Box Office: www.ticketsource.co.uk/bmcctickets
07449120137
BMCC invite you to PAUSE at the St.Monica Trust for an evening of singing, dancing and
comedy, featuring classic and modern musicals arranged from A to Z! SIDE A will take you from
Annie Get Your Gun to Matilda, then STOP/EJECT and turn over. SIDE B includes highlights from
Avenue Q, Top Hat and West Side Story… Now that’s an evening of entertainment you’ll want to
REWIND and remember forever. So put your life on RECORD and treat yourself to an evening of live
entertainment courtesy of Bristol Musical Comedy Club!
25th November – The Secret Cabaret presents A Night on Broadway
Hype Agency and Secret Cabaret
Brunel’s Old station, Passenger Shed, Bristol
Box Office: www.hypeagency.co.uk
A Night on Broadway will feature a full professional orchestra, our most incredible
performers from throughout the year, and some exciting guest performers. The venue is themed, so
expect a snowy central park, Hard Rock Cafe, cocktail bar, and of course the most splendid evening
of Musical Theatre. Tickets can include a dinner or be entertainment only.
If there are any events coming up that we have missed, please let us know and we will be more than
happy to include it in next month’s issue.
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